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Pathology reporting in breast cancer screening

Royal College of Pathologists Working Group

Introduction
Following the establishment of a National
Breast Screening Programme in the United
Kingdom, a Working Group was set up by the
Royal College of Pathologists to consider
the implications for pathology. This Working
Group produced two documents which were
circulated to British pathologists involved
in the screening programme who made com-
ments and criticisms. The first document'
contained general guidance on establishing a
satisfactory pathology service and the second2
more specific advice on reporting histopatho-
logical and cytological specimens from
screened women, much of which is also
relevant to specimens from symptomatic
patients. The following article is a condensed
and slightly modified version of the second
document in which we have been able to use
photomicrographs to illustrate the lesions
described. Copies of the original, which also
includes a glossary of terminology and
detailed guidance on how to use the reporting
forms, can be obtained from Dr Sloane.
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Macroscopic examination of biopsy and
resection specimens
BIOPSY SPECIMENS
Biopsy specimens ofmammographically detec-
ted lesions can pose particular difficulties for
histological interpretation and consequently
require optimal fixation and careful handling.
Sometimes a photographic record of the sliced
specimen, with the guide wire in position, is
needed to maximise the value of case discus-
sions with clinical and radiological colleagues.
Provision for macroscopic photography must
be borne in mind, therefore, especially for
difficult cases.

Specimens should be examined within two to
three hours, if received fresh, and samples for
oestrogen receptor determination should be
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen within 30 min-
utes of excision. Otherwise the time scale of
routine surgical biopsy specimens is quite
appropriate for reporting mammographically
detected abnormalities.
Rapid frozen sectioning has no place in the

assessment of impalpable lesions.
Palpable lesions detected in the screening

programme may be dealt with by conventional
methods; specimen mammography is of no
additional help. The other aspects of the
method outlined here apply to all biopsy
specimens, but emphasis is placed on the
importance of careful examination of
specimens containing impalpable lesions.

The surgeon should be discouraged from
cutting the specimen before sending it to the
pathologist and should ideally insert sutures to
mark the medial, lateral, and superior surfaces
of the excised tissue in order to obtain proper
orientation. After excision, the intact
specimen-with guide wire in situ-must be x
rayed. Ideally this procedure is carried out by
the staff of the radiological department, so that
the radiologist or surgeon can determine
whether the relevant lesion has been resected.
It may be necessary, on medicolegal grounds,
for centres to name the consultants responsible
for confirming thatmammographic lesions have
been removed. Those consultants should be
the radiologists who interpreted the clinical
mammograms. A good working relationship
between pathologists, surgeons, and radio-
logists is essential. Two copies of the specimen
radiograph could easily be taken, one for the
department of radiology and one for the
pathologist.

Clearly, there will be a few occasions when
the mammographic abnormality cannot be
identified in the specimen. Detailed patho-
logical examination should still be undertaken
in these circumstances and the findings com-
municated to the surgeon. Clinical mammo-
graphy can subsequently be repeated to deter-
mine if the lesion is still present in the breast.
The intact specimen may then be examined

in the fresh state or after fixation overnight. To
demonstrate adequacy of excision the entire
surface of the specimen should be painted with
either India ink or coloured gelatins.' An
appropriate period of drying must be allowed if
spread of the chosen marking reagent is to be
avoided. After measuring its size the specimen
is then serially sliced at intervals ofup to 4 mm,
initially along the line of the guide wire. The
cut surfaces are examined by careful visual
inspection. Palpation may also be informative.
The maximum diameter, contour, colour and
consistency of any macroscopic lesion are
recorded. The size of lesions measured macro-
scopically should be checked later on histo-
logical sections because the true extent of the
abnormality is not always appreciated by
macroscopic inspection alone. If different, the
histological dimensions should be accepted as
the true size. In the case of malignant
lesions adequacy of excision should be assessed
by naked eye and later by microscopic
examination.

Unless a lesion obviously accounting for the
radiological abnormality is identified grossly, a
second radiograph of the sliced specimen
should be performed (fig 1). Blocks should be
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Pathology reporting in breast cancer screening

Figure I (A) Radiograph of a sliced breast biopsy specimen.
The middle slice on the left shows a smallfocus of calcification
which is the only relevant radiological abnormality.
(B) Enlargement of the slice containing the radiological lesion
located at the extreme left of the specimen.

taken from the areas corresponding to t
mammographic abnormalities and any oti
macroscopically suspicious zones. The hisi
logical and radiographic findings can thus
correlated precisely (fig 2).
Although this is regarded as the favour

method of specimen radiography,4 it may
too time consuming for all laboratories
undertake. Two somewhat shorter methc
seem to work well. In one, biopsy specime
are securely mounted on pieces of Persp
inlaid with a wire grid.' Using the grid c

ordinates, the mammographic abnormality
mapped to a particular area into which
incision is made. Any macroscopically dete
able abnormality on the cut surface is fu
sampled. If no abnormality is seen the tiss
overlying the appropriate grid squares
blocked in its entirety.
The second method involves the insertic

t~~~~~~~a,X ,tinX-
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Figure 2 Histological section of the mammographic abnormality shown infig 1. Ther
cribriform and papillary ductal carcinoma in situ on the right and a calcifiedfocus of
microinvasion (measuring 0 9 mm) at the bottom left. Elsewhere, the intraduct
component also showed extensive calcification (haematoxylin and eosin).

the by the radiologist, of a hypodermic needle into
ier the excised specimen under x ray control to
to- pinpoint accurately the mammographic abnor-
be mality. The specimen is then transferred care-

fully and rapidly to the histopathologist who
red makes a slice down the plane ofthe needle shaft.
be After fixation, blocks are taken from the tissue
to around the needle marker. Clearly the insertion
)ds ofthe needle has to be undertaken carefully and
ns accurately and must not be allowed to move
)ex before slicing.
;o- Whichever method is adopted, pathologists
is must satisfy themselves that histological
an changes responsible for mammographic abnor-
ct- malities have been identified in the histological
illy sections. If not, the residual unblocked tissue
ue or blocks should be x rayed again. It should be
is remembered that calcification does not always

take the form of haematoxyphilic hydroxy-
)n, apatite deposits in histological sections; in some

cases it is present as oxalate salts (Weddellite)
which can be visualised only under polarised

u light.6
It is not recommended that tissue is simply

taken from around a guide wire introduced
preoperatively as it may not necessarily be
inserted close to the mammographic abnor-
mality or may subsequently move.

J The precise number of blocks to be taken is
mutable and clearly depends on the size and
number of lesions present. With small biopsy
specimens, all the tissue should be blocked and

A examined. For malignant tumours in excess of
2 cm, about three blocks of the tumour are
desirable. Where possible, at least one block

4 should include the edge of the tumour and the
nearest excision margin.

i For larger biopsy specimens which cannot be
blocked in toto some sampling of radiologically
and macroscopically normal breast should be
undertaken to increase the detection of small
occult cancers (particularly in situ change) and

e atypical proliferative lesions. The frequency
with which such lesions are detected inciden-
tally in screened women depends on the
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number of blocks taken.7 The extent of
sampling undertaken in any screening centre
will clearly depend on local resources.
Additional sampling is more effective if restric-
ted to fibrous parenchyma, leaving the adipose
tissue.

Large blocks and sections are used in some
laboratories where they are found to be ofvalue
in identifying lesions detected by screening as
well as in determining their size, extent of
spread, and adequacy of excision. Other
workers, however, find achieving adequate fixa-
tion and good cytological detail difficult to say

nothing of the technical difficulties of cutting
large sections. Large blocks are not regarded
as essential for examining specimens from
screened women and their use should depend
on local preference.

MASTECTOMY SPECIMENS
Macroscopic examination of mastectomy
specimens should be undertaken within two
hours of removal and carried out in the fresh
state, or incised before fixation to allow
adequate penetration of fixative. The favoured
method of examination is by slicing the breast

BREAST SCREENING HISTOPATHOLOGY

Surname ............................................................................................Forenames............................................Dateof Birth

Screening no ........................................... H ospital no..... Reportno.

Side OI Right

Specimen radiograph seen?

Specimen Type

OI Left Histological Calcification

O Yes OI No

OI Localisation biopsy

OI Absent OI Benign

Mammographic abnormality present in specimen?

OI Open biopsy OI Segmental excision

OI Malignant

ill Yes OI No OI Unsure

OI Mastectomy OI Wide bore needle core

Specimen size (excluding mastectomies and needle core biopsies)

HISTOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS LI NORMAL

X X mm.

OI BENIGN

For BENIGN lesions please tick the lesions present
OI Fibroadenoma

Papilloma OI Single
OI Multiple

OI 'Fibrocystic change'
[A Solitary cyst
OI Perioductal mastitis/duct

ectasia

CI Complex sclerosing lesion/radial scar O0 Sclerosing adenosis
Other (please specify).......................................................................................................................................................................

EPITHELIAL PROLIFERATION
O Not present
O Present without atypia

For MALIGNANT lesions please tick any of the following present
NON-INVASIVE

OI Ductal

OI Present with atypia ('ductal')
Oi Present with atypia ('lobular')

Subtype ............................... OI Lobular OI Paget's disease
MICROINVASION

INVASIVE
OI Not present

El 'Ductal' (not otherwise specified)
Medullary carcinoma
Lobular carcinoma

LI Other primary carcinoma (please sI
Other malignant tumour (please sp

MAXIMUM DIAMETER (invasive component) .......................... mm

AXILLARY NODES El
OTHER NODES Site .................... L

EXCISION Reaches Margin LI

GRADE I I [iI

DISEASE EXTENT OII Localised [I

VASCULAR INVASION
SITE (Optional)

PATHOLOGIST

[l Present

OI Possible OI Present

OI Tubular or cribriform carcinoma
OI Mucoid carcinoma

pecity)...........................................................................................................................................
ecify)............................................................................................................................................

(in situ) ........................... mm
Not Present Number positive .........................Total Number.
Not Present Number positive .....................Total Number.
Does not reach margin (Distance) ........................... mm) O Uncertain
11 OlI III El Not assessable
Diffuse single quadrant El Multiquadrant Ol Not assessable

O Not seen COMMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Case for review?
DATE .........................................

Figure 3 Histopathology reportingform.

Ol MALIGNANT
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Pathology reporting in breast cancer screening

from the deep surface in the sagittal plane after
measuring the dimensions. The slices should
be about 1 cm thick and may be left joined by
the skin or separated completely and arranged
in order.8 The size of the breast should be
recorded. The maximum diameter of the main
lesion should be measured and the distance
from the nearest margin ofexcision determined
as for biopsy specimens.

Blocks of tumour (the number depending on
tumour size as above) should be taken to
include the edges and should always be suf-
ficient to represent the maximum extent of the
lesion noted macroscopically. Blocks of the
nearest excision margin should be taken if
tumour is suspected to reach it on macroscopic
examination. Painting with India ink or
gelatins may be helpful as in local excision
specimens. If the tumour has been removed
then three to four blocks should be taken from
the cavity wall. The breast slices should be
examined carefully by naked eye inspection
and palpation. Blocks should be taken from any
suspicious areas, noting the quadrant in which
they are located. At least one block should be
taken from each quadrant and ideally two from
the nipple-a superficial section in the sagittal
plane and a coronal section through the junc-
tion with the areola.

AXILLARY DISSECTION SPECIMENS
Axillary contents received with mastectomy or
biopsy specimens should be examined carefully
to maximise lymph node yield. This is usually
achieved by cutting the specimen into thin
slices which are then examined by careful
inspection and palpation. The use of clearing
agents may increase lymph node yield, but this
is time-consuming and expensive and not re-
garded as essential. Ideally, axillary contents
should be divided into three levels (below,
behind, and above the pectoralis minor), but
this is only possible if the surgeon has marked
the specimen. Surgeons should be encouraged
to mark the levels of dissection with sutures or
clips.

Histopathology reporting form
To monitor the screening programme properly
and evaluate its success, a standard set of data
should be collected from each patient, using the
same terminology and diagnostic criteria. Stan-
dard histopathology and cytopathology report-
ing forms have been drawn up for this purpose.
The histopathology form is shown in fig 3. The
definitions of the terms used are given below.

NORMAL
"Normal" includes minimal changes such as
fibrosis and microscopic dilatation of acini or
ducts, lobular involution, adenosis and minor
degrees of blunt duct adenosis.

BENIGN LESIONS
Fibroadenoma is a benign malformation com-
posed of connective tissue and epithelium
exhibiting a pericanalicular or intracanalicular
growth pattern. The connective tissue is
generally composed of spindle cells but may

rarely also contain other mesenchymal
elements such as fat, smooth muscle, osteoid or
bone. The epithelium is usually double-layered
but some multilayering is not uncommom.
Changes identical with those found in lobular
epithelium elsewhere in the breast-for ex-
ample, apocrine metaplasia, sclerosing aden-
osis, blunt duct adenosis, hyperplasia of usual
type, etc-may occur in fibroadenomas but
need not be recorded separately unless they
amount to atypical hyperplasia or in situ car-
cinoma.

Sometimes individual lobules may exhibit
increased stroma, producing a fibroadeno-
matous appearance, and occasionally such
lobules may be loosely coalescent. These
changes are often called fibroadenomatoid
hyperplasia or sclerosing lobular hyperplasia
may be recorded as fibroadenoma on the report-
ing form if they produce a macroscopically
visible or palpable mass. Consequently, not all
fibroadenomas need be perfectly circum-
scribed.
Old lesions may show hyalinisation (and less

frequently calcification or ossification) ofstroma
and atrophy of epithelium. Fibroadenomas are
occasionally multiple.
For the purposes of the screening form,

tubular adenomas can be recorded as fibro-
adenomas.
Fibroadenomas should be distinguished

from phyllodes tumours. The high grade or
"malignant" phyllodes tumours are easily
identified by their sarcomatous stroma (fig 4).
The low grade variants are more difficult to
distinguish but the main feature is the more
cellular stroma (fig 5). Phyllodes tumours may

Figure 4 High grade phyllodes tumour. The stroma is
densely cellular and has the appearance of a sarcoma.
The stromal cells are round or spindle-shaped and exhibit
nuclear pleomorphism and a high nuclear:cytoplasmic
ratio. An abnormal mitoses is present (bottom left)
(haematoxylin and eosin).
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Figure S Low grade
phyllodes tumour. The
stroma is less cellular than
in fig 4 but more cellular
than would be expected in
afibroadenoma. There are
no cytologicalfeatures of
malignancy (haematoxylin
and eosin).

.. ,

144 35:-..

also exhibit an enhanced intracanalicular
growth pattern with club-like projections into
cystic spaces and there is often overgrowth of
stroma at the expense of the epithelium.
Adequate sampling is important as the charac-
teristic stromal features may be seen only in
parts of the lesion. Although phyllodes
tumours are generally larger than fibro-
adenomas, size is not an acceptable criterion for
diagnosis; fibroadenomas may be very large and
phyllodes tumours small. For purposes of
convenience, low grade phyllodes tumours

Figure 6 Papilloma.
High power view ofone of
the papillary processes
showing a fibrovascular
core covered by an outer
layer of columnar
epithelial cells and an
inner, discontinuous layer
of myoepithelial cells with
rounded vesicular nuclei
(haematoxylin and eosin).

should be specified under other benign lesions
and high grade under other malignant tumour,
although it is recognised that histological
appearance is often not a good predictor of
behaviour.

Papilloma is defined as a tumour with an
arborescent, fibrovascular stroma covered by
epithelium generally arranged in an inner
myoepithelial and outer epithelial layer (fig 6).
There may, however, be foci of hyperplasia
without cytological atypia which should not be
recorded separately. Epithelial nuclei are
usually vesicular with delicate nuclear mem-
branes and inconspicuous nucleoli. Apocrine
metaplasia is frequently observed but should
not be recorded separately on the reporting
form. Squamous metaplasia is sometimes seen,
particularly near areas of infarction. Sclerosis
and haemorrhage are not uncommon and
where the former involves the periphery of the
lesion, may give rise to epithelial entrapment
with the false impression of invasion. The
benign cytological features ofsuch areas should
enable the correct diagnosis to be made.
The term "intracystic papilloma" is

sometimes used to describe a papilloma in a
widely dilated duct. These tumours should
simply be classified as papilloma on the form.

Papillomas may be solitary or multiple. The
former usually occurs centrally in subareolar
ducts; the latter are more likely to be peripheral
and involve terminal duct lobular units. The
distinction is important as the multiple form is
not infrequently associated with ductal car-
cinoma in situ, usually of papillary or
cribriform type (fig 7), which should be recor-
ded separately. This malignant change may be
restricted to small foci and extensive sampling
may be required to detect it. Patients with
multiple intraduct papilloma without car-
cinoma in situ should be followed up in view of
the possible risk of recurrence or subsequent
malignancy.
Some subareolar papillomas causing nipple

discharge may be very small and extensive
sampling may be required to detect them.
Ductal adenomas resemble papillomas except
that they exhibit an adenomatous rather than a
papillary growth pattern. They should be clas-
sified as papillomas on the form. Indeed, some
tumours may exhibit papillary and adeno-
matous features. Ductal adenomas usually
show pronounced central or peripheral fibrosis.
The condition of subareolar duct papillo-

matosis, also known as adenoma of the nipple,
should not be classified as papilloma in the
screening form but specified under "benign
lesions, other". Diffuse microscopic papillary
hyperplasia (papillomatosis) should be recor-
ded under "epithelial proliferation" in the
appropriate box, depending on the presence or
absence of atypia.
The major criteria for distinguishing

papilloma from papillary intraduct carcinoma
are summarised in table 1.
Sclerosing adenosis is an organoid lobular en-
largement in which increased numbers of
acinar structures exhibit elongation and distor-
tion. The normal two cell lining is retained but
with myoepithelial and stromal hyperplasia.
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Pathology reporting in breast cancer screening

Figure 7 Multiple intraduct papilloma. The photograph
shows afew of the many papillomas present in this case.
The two larger lesions on the left show an intracystic
appearance. At the bottom right is a smallfocus of ductal
carcinoma in situ (haematoxylin and eosin).

The acinar structures may infiltrate adjacent
connective tissue and occasionally nerves and
blood vessels, which can lead to an erroneous
diagnosis of malignancy. Early lesions of
sclerosing adenosis are more cellular and later
ones more sclerotic. Calcification may be
present.
There may be coalescence ofadjacent lobules

of sclerosing adenosis to form a mass detectable
by mammography or macroscopic examina-
tion. The term "adenosis tumour" has been
used to describe such lesions.'0 It is recom-
mended that sclerosing adenosis is not entered
on the reporting form if it is a minor change of
microscopic size. Although sclerosing adenosis
often accompanies fibrocystic change (see
below), this is not always the case and the two
changes should be recorded separately.

Rarely, the epithelium in sclerosing adenosis
may show atypical hyperplasia or in situ car-
cinoma. In such cases these changes should be
recorded separately.

\zg ^
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Figure 8 Radial scar showing an irregular zone of
fibroelastosis containing haphazardly arranged tubules.

Residual normal structures radiate out of the periphery.
The fibroelastotic tissue forms a high proportion of the

lesion in this case (haematoxylin and eosin).

The differential diagnosis of sclerosing aden-
osis includes tubular carcinoma, micro-

glandular adenosis, and radial scar. In tubular

carcinoma the infiltrating tubules lack basement

membrane, myoepithelium, a lobular organoid

growth pattern and exhibit cytoplasmic apical

snouting and at least some cytological atypia.
Ductal carcinoma in situ is often a concomitant

feature. Microglandular adenosis differs from

sclerosing adenosis in that it lacks the lobular

organoid growth pattern and is composed of

rounded tubules lined by a single layer of cells

lacking cytological atypia. The glandular dis-

tortion of sclerosing adenosis is absent. Radial

scar is distinguished from sclerosing adenosis

by its characteristic fioret-type growth pattern,

with ductal structures radiating out from a

central zone of dense fibroelastotic tissue.

Furthermore, the compression of tubular

structures associated with myoepithelial and

stromal hyperplasia is absent.

Complex scierosing lesion/radial scar Under

Table 1 Major criteria for distinguishing papillomafrom papillary ductal carcinoma in situ

Papilloma Ductal papillary carcinoma in situ

Fibrovascular cores Extend throughout lesion Often lacking
Cells covering papillae Double layer of epithelial and Variable numbers of epithelial cells

myoepithelial cells OR several layers of with hyperchromatic nuclei;
epithelial cells without evidence of myoepithelium absent
cytological atypia, overlying a layer of
myoepithelium

Apocrine metaplasia Common Rare
Mitoses Rare with no abnormal forms More common; abnormal forms may

be seen
Necrosis and haemorrhage Common Common
Periductal and intratumoral fibrosis Common Common

NB: All the features of a lesion should be taken into account when making a diagnosis. No criterion is reliable alone.
Adapted from Sloane.9
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Figure 9 Complex
sclerosing lesion. This is a
very florid example. A
smallfibroelastotic zone is
present (upper right) and
is surrounded by many
cysts and enlarged lobules
showing sclerosing adenosis
(haematoxylin and eosin).

......

Vji ,,...

this heading are included sclerosing lesions
with a pseudo-infiltrative growth pattern which
have also been called infiltrating epitheliosis,
rosette-like lesions, sclerosing papillary
proliferation, complex compound hetero-
morphic lesions, sclero-elastic lesions, benign
sclerosing ductal proliferation, non-encap-
sulated sclerosing lesion, indurative masto-
pathy and proliferation centre of Aschoff.
The radial scar (fig 8) is generally less than

1 cm in diameter and consists of a central

Figure 10 Higher power
view of the radial scar
shown in fig 8. The
epithelial cells lining the
tubules show no cytological
evidence of malignancy
and are partly surrounded
by small,flattened,
discontinuous
myoepithelial cells.
Periodic acid Schiff
staining showed the
presence of basement
membrane (haematoxylin
and eosin).

* t

t

fibroelastotic zone from which radiate out
tubular structures which may be two layered or
exhibit intraluminal proliferation. Tubules
entrapped within the central zone of fibro-
elastosis exhibit a more random, non-organoid
arrangement. Lesions greater than 1 cm are
generally termed complex sclerosing lesions.
They have all the features of radial scars and in
addition to their greater size, exhibit more
disturbance of structure, often with nodular
masses around the periphery (fig 9). Changes
such as papilloma formation, apocrine meta-
plasia, and sclerosing adenosis may be super-
imposed on the main lesion. Some complex
sclerosing lesions give the impression of being
formed by coalescence of several adjacent
sclerosing lesions.

If the intraluminal proliferation exhibits
atypia or amounts to in situ carcinoma it should
be recorded separately under the appropriate
heading. Epithelial proliferation without atypia
should not be recorded if it is confined to the
radial scar.
The main differential diagnosis is tubular

carcinoma. The major distinguishing features
are the presence of myoepithelium and
basement membrane around the tubules of the
sclerosing lesions (figs 10 and 11). Cytological
atypia is also absent and any intratubular
proliferation resembles hyperplasia of usual
type, unless atypical hyperplasia or in situ
carcinoma are superimposed (see above).
Tubular carcinomas generally lack the charac-
teristic architecture of sclerosing lesions.
Fibrocystic change This term is used for
cases with several to numerous macroscopically
visible cysts, most ofwhich are usually lined by
apocrine epithelium. The term is not intended
for use with minimal changes such as fibrosis,
microscopic dilatation of acini or ducts, lobular
involution, adenosis and minor degrees of
blunt duct adenosis. These changes should be
regarded as normal.

It is not intended that cystic change or
apocrine metaplasia occurring within other
lesions such as fibroadenomata, papillomata, or
sclerosing lesions should be included under
this heading in the reporting form.
Apocrine metaplasia occurring in lobules

without cystic change may produce a worri-
some appearance occasionally mistaken for
carcinoma. This change should be specified as
"apocrine adenosis" under other benign
lesions.

Papillary apocrine hyperplasia should be
indexed separately under epithelial prolifera-
tion with or without atypia, depending on its
appearance. It should be noted, however, that
apocrine cells usually exhibit a greater degree
of pleomorphism than is seen in normal breast
cells. Hyperplasia should therefore be regarded
as atypical only when the cytological changes
are significantly more pronounced than usual.
Solitary cyst This term should be used when
the abnormality appears to be a solitary cyst.
The size is usually greater than 1 cm and the
lining attenuated or apocrine in type. The latter
may show papillary change which should be
recorded separately under epithelial prolifera-
tion of appropriate type. If multiple cysts are
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Pathology reporting in breast cancer screening

Figure 11 Tubular
carcinoma for comparison
with fig 10. The nuclei are
larger and more darkly
staining than those of the
radial scar. There is no
myoepithelium or basement
membrane around the
tubules. The stroma is
cellular andfibroblastic
rather than poorly cellular
andfibroelastotic
(haematoxylin and eosin).

,.
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present it is better to use the term "fibrocystic
change" as above. Intracystic papillomas and
intracystic papillary carcinomas should be
classified as papilloma or carcinoma respec-
tively.
Periductal mastitis/duct ectasia (plasma cell
mastitis) This process usually affects larger
and intermediate size ducts, generally in a
subareolar location. The ducts are lined by
normal or attenuated epithelium, filled with
amorphous, eosinophilic material or foam cells,
and exhibit heavy periductal chronic inflamma-

Figure 12 Hyperplasia
without atypia. The duct
is expanded and the lumen
filled with epithelial cells,
myoepithelial cells and
lymphocytes. The nuclei
are normochromic and
unevenly spaced. Nucleoli
are present but
inconspicuous. Mitoses are
not seen. Lumina are
indistinct and there is no
necrosis (haematoxylin
and eosin).

tion, often with large numbers of plasma cells.
There may be pronounced periductal fibrosis.
The inflammatory infiltrate may contain large
numbers ofhistiocytes, giving a granulomatous
appearance. Calcification may be present. The
process may ultimately lead to obliteration of
ducts leaving dense fibroelastotic masses. The
condition is often associated with nipple dis-
charge or retraction.

Cysts are distinguished from duct ectasia by
their rounded rather than elongated shape,
tendency to cluster, lack of stromal elastin,
frequent presence of apocrine metaplasia and
lack ofeosinophilic material or significant num-
bers of foam cells in the lumina.
Mammillary fistula and duct rupture secon-

dary to duct ectasia may also be regarded as
part of this spectrum.
Other This category is included on the repor-
ting form for specifying less common condi-
tions which form acceptable entities but cannot
be entered into the categories above, such as fat
necrosis, lipoma, adenoma of nipple, low grade
phyllodes tumour.

EPITHELIAL PROLIFERATION
Intraluminal epithelial proliferation in ter-
minal duct lobular units or interlobular ducts
should be regarded as absent if there is only
slight multilayering without atypia, not ex-
ceeding four cells in thickness.
Hyperplasia without atypia (hyperplasia of
usual type) This term is used to describe all
cases of intraluminal proliferation lacking
atypia where there are more than four layers of
cells (fig 12). The change may involve terminal
duct lobular units or interlobular ducts. The
major features which distinguish epithelial
proliferation without atypia from duct car-
cinoma in situ are summarised in table 2.

Epithelial proliferation without atypia
should be recorded if it occurs alone or in
association with cystic change, but not if it is
confined to fibroadenomas, papillomas, duct
ectasia or sclerosing lesions.
Hyperplasia with atypia (ductal) This change
should be recorded when some but not all the
features of ductal carcinoma in situ are present.
Consequently, atypical ductal hyperplasia is
not a single histological entity but a hetero-
genous group of proliferations in which some
features of malignancy are present in different
combinations and varying severity (figs 13 and
14). No attempt should be made to grade the
severity ofthe change as this is a very subjective
procedure of dubious relevance. Atypical duc-
tal hyperplasia is found in about 2% of non-
malignant biopsy specimens from unscreened
women.
Hyperplasia with atypia (lobular) This
change is characterised by proliferation within
terminal duct lobular units of characteristic
small rounded cells similar to those seen in
lobular carcinoma in situ (see below) (fig 15).
Atypical lobular hyperplasia exhibits a variable
appearance which merges with lobular car-
cinoma in situ. The major points of distinction
from the latter are summarised in table 3. Like
the ductal variety, atypical lobular hyperplasia
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Table 2 Principal differentiating features of epithelial proliferation without atypia and ductal carcinoma in situ

Hyperplasia without atypia Ductal carcinoma in situ

Cellular composition Interningled epithelial, myoepithelial and Epithelial cells only except for a residual
lymphoid cells rim of non-neoplastic myoepithelium

Nuclear spacing Uneven Even
Lumina Irregular; margins often indistinct More regular; margins usually truncated
Cellular "bridges" Cells "stream" across with long axes of Long axes of nuclei often at right angles to

nuclei arranged parallel to span of bridge span of bridge
Nuclear hyperchromatism Absent Often present
Nucleoli Usually absent Often present
Mitoses Infrequent with no abnormal forms More common; abnormal forms may be

seen
Necrosis Very rare Common
Haemorrhage Very rare Common
Microcalcification Uncommon Common
Periductal fibrosis or elastosis Usually absent Sometimes present
Periductal chronic inflammation Usually absent Sometimes present

NB: All the features of a lesion should be taken into account when making a diagnosis. No criterion is reliable alone.
Adapted from Sloane.9

occurs in about 2% of non-malignant biopsy
specimens from unscreened women.

MALIGNANT NON-INVASIVE LESIONS
Ductal carcinoma in situ Succinct definition of
ductal carcinoma in situ is difficult as there is
considerable cytological and architectural
variation. Table 2 summarises the major histo-
logical features of ductal carcinoma in situ,
focusing on those which help to distinguish it
from hyperplasia of usual type with which it
forms a spectrum through varying degrees of
atypical hyperplasia. There are several major
types of ductal carcinoma in situ but the same
form may not be present throughout the lesion.
The subtype(s) present should be stated. In
order to maximise consistency of diagnosis
ductal carcinoma in situ should be diagnosed
only when all the epithelial cells within at least

4

*.A A

Figure 13 Hyperplasia with atypia (ductal). In some

places the proliferation is composed entirely of evenly
spaced large epithelial cells; in others there are mixtures
of epithelial and other cells with small, darkly staining
nuclei. The luminal margins are truncated but cells tend
to "stream" across the bridge. Nucleoli are inconspicuous
and mitoses are not seen (haematoxylin and eosin).

two spaces bounded by basement membrane
(with or without a rim of myoepithelium) are
neoplastic.

In the solid variety the lumen is completely
occluded, usually by fairly large cells with
vesicular nuclei and discernible nucleoli. The
cytoplasm is often clear. If there is extensive
central necrosis in this variety, then the term
comedo carcinoma should be used (fig 16). In
cribriform and micropapillary intraduct car-
cinomas (figs 17 and 18) (which sometimes also
show necrosis), the cells are somewhat smaller
with rounded hyperchromatic nuclei and
higher nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio. These cells
should not be confused with those of lobular
carcinoma in situ (table 4). The term intracystic

-4'~~~~~~~~~~~0
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Figure 14 Hyperplasia with atypia (ductal). For the
most part the hyperplasia lacks atypicalfeatures but
there are a small number of highly atypical large cells
with an abnormal mitosis in the lower centre of the
picture. This section was taken from a cancerous breast
and the large cells may represent intraductal spread with
isolated malignant cells. A firm diagnosis of malignancy,
however, could not be made if these appearances alone
werefound in a biopsy specimen. The appearances are
very different from those seen infig 13 and highlight the
heterogeneity of this category (haematoxylin and eosin).
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Figure 15 Hyperplasia with atypia (lobular). The Figure 16 Ductal carcinoma in situ. In the top duct
acini of this terminal duct-lobular unit are slightly there is a solid proliferation of large uniformly spaced
distended by an intraluminal proliferation of small epithelial cells with vesicular nuclei and discernible
uniform cells with high nuclear:cytoplasmic ratio similar nucleoli. The bottom duct shows a centrally necrotic
to those seen in lobular carcinoma in situ. The lumina comedo pattern (haematoxylin and eosin).
remain, however, and cell cohesion is generally good.
Residual epithelial cells, myoepithelial cells, and
leucocytes are mixed with the proliferating cells
(haematoxylin and eosin). are compared with atypical lobular hyperplasia

papillary carcinoma should be used to describe
a papillary carcinoma contained within a cys-
tically dilated duct which has attained a size
sufficient to produce a palpable mass. Some
ductal carcinomas are composed of signet ring,
apocrine (fig 19), or secretory 2 (fig 20) cells but
they are rare.

Despite the name, most duct carcinomas in
situ are considered to arise from the terminal
duct lobular units. The main points of distinc-
tion from lobular carcinoma in situ are sum-
marised in table 4.
Lobular carcinoma in situ The histological
features of lobular carcinoma in situ (fig 21) are
summarised in tables 3 and 4 where the features

and ductal carcinoma in situ, respectively. In
order to maximise consistency of diagnosis it is
recommended that the term lobular carcinoma
in situ be used when the characteristic uniform
cells comprise the entire population of the
lobular units, that there are no residual lumina,
and that there is expansion or distortion of at
least one half the acini in the lobule. Otherwise
the lesion should be classified as atypical lobular
hyperplasia.
Paget's disease In this condition adeno-
carcinoma cells are either scattered or clustered
within the epidermis of the nipple (fig 22).
Cases where there is direct epidermal invasion
by tumour infiltrating the skin should be
excluded. Paget's disease should be recorded
regardless of whether or not an underlying in

Table 3 Principal differentiating characteristics of lobular carcinoma in situ and atypical lobular hyperplasia

Lobular carcinoma in situ Atypical lobular hyperplasia

Cellular composition Monomorphic proliferation of Polymorphic. Cells similar to those seen in
characteristic small rounded cells with LCIS accompanied by myoepithelial
granular or hyperchromatic nuclei, cells, leucocytes and other epithelial cells
inconspicuous nucleoli and high
nucleocytoplasmic ratio.
Intracytoplasmic lumixna are shown by
Alcian blue/periodic acid Schiff staining
in most cases

Cell cohesion Often poor Usually good
Cell spacing Regular Irregular
Luminal occlusion Complete Partial
Lobular distension Moderate Slight
Degree of involvement Uniform involvement of one or more Usually less than LCIS but may be similar

lobular units
Pagetoid spread into interlobular

ducts Common Rare

NB: All the features of a lesion should be taken into account when making a diagnosis. No criterion is reliable alone.
Adapted from Sloane9 and Anderson."
LCIS: lobular carcinoma in situ.

Pathology reporting in breast cancer screening
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Figure 17 Ductal carcinoma in situ, cribriform type. Figure 18 Ductal carcinoma in situ of micropapillary
There is a uniform proliferation of cells with small, type. The papillae lackfibrovascular cores and are

hyperchromatic nuclei similar to those seen in the composed entirely of malignant epithelial cells which are

papillary type in fig 18 (haematoxylin and eosin). smaller than those seen in the solid type and exhibit more
deeply staining nuclei (haematoxylin and eosin).

situ or invasive carcinoma is identified. The
underlying carcinoma should be recorded
separately.

MICROINVASION
A microinvasive carcinoma is defined as a

tumour in which the dominant lesion is non-

invasive but in which there are one or more foci
of infiltration, none of which measures more

than 1 mm (about 2 high power fields) in
maximum diameter (fig 2). In some cases of
ductal carcinoma in situ periductal fibrosis and
inflammation may produce an irregular
spiculate outline which should not be mistaken
for invasion (fig 23). Small invasive carcinomas
without an in situ component are classified as

invasive.

INVASIVE CARCINOMA
Ductal (not otherwise specified-NOS) This
large and heterogeneous group contains infil-
trating carcinomas which cannot be classified as

any of the less common variants of infiltrating
breast carcinoma. Consequently, invasive
ductal carcinomas exhibit great variation in
appearance and are the most common car-

cinomas, accounting for over 70% in most
series of symptomatic cases.

Tubular or cribriform carcinoma Tubular car-

cinomas are composed of round or ovoid
single-layered tubules in a fibrous or fibro-elas-
totic stroma (fig 24). The neoplastic cells are

small, uniform, and show cytoplasmic apical
snouting. At least 90% of the tumour should
exhibit the typical growth pattern to be clas-

Table 4 Differences between ductal carcinoma and lobular carcinoma in situ

Ductal carcinoma in situ Lobular carcinoma in situ

Cells

Intracytoplasmic lumina
Growth pattern

Cell cohesion
Degree of distension of affected

structures
Pagetoid spread into interlobular

ducts
Necrosis
Mitoses
Abnormnal mitoses
Calcification

Variable, may be large and pleomorphic
with vesicular nuclei, prominent nucleoli
and ample cytoplasm. In other cases
cells may be smaller, with round to
ovoid hyperchromatic nuclei and
inconspicuous nucleoli. Latter type
frequently seen in cribriform and
papillary varieties. Rarely apocrine,
signet ring or secretory cells

Rare
Very variable-for example, solid, comedo,

papillary, cribriform
Usually good

Moderate to great

Usually absent
Common
Common
Common
Common

Small, rounded with granular or
hyperchromatic nuclei, inconspicuous
nucleoli and high nuclear:cytoplasmic
ratio

Common
Diffuse and monotonous with complete

luminal obliteration
Usually poor

Slight to moderate

Often present
Absent
Uncommon
Rare
Rare

NB: All the features of a lesion should be taken into account when making a diagnosis. No criterion is reliable alone.
Adapted from Anderson."
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Figure 19 Apocrine variant of ductal carcinoma in situ. Figure 21 Lobular carcinoma in situ. The acini are
The cells are similar to those seen in apocrine cysts except moderately dilated by a monotonous uncohesive
that they exhibit malignant cytologicalfeatures proliferation of small cells with a high nuclear:
(haematoxylin and eosin). cytoplasmic ratio. Although there seems to be some

luminal preservation, this is almost certainly due to cell
drop-out (haematoxylin and eosin).sined as tubular. i umours in which the tubular

component accounts for 75-90% of the lesion
may be classified as mixed tubular carcinoma.13 If
the coexistent carcinoma is only of the invasive
cribriform type, however, then the tumour
should be typed as tubular if the tubular

Figure 20 Cystic hypersecretory variant of ductal
carcinoma in situ. There is an intraductal, papillary
proliferation of cytologically atypical cells associated with
the accumulation of deeply eosinophilic secretion
(haematoxylin and eosin).

pattern forms over 50% of the lesion.
Invasive cribriform carcinoma is composed

of masses of small regular cells similar to those
seen in tubular carcinoma. The invasive
islands, however, exhibit a cribriform rather
than a tubular appearance. Apical snouting is

Figure 22 Paget's disease. The epidermis of the nipple is
infiltrated by large breast carcinoma cells with relatively
clear cytoplasm (haematoxylin and eosin).
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Figure 23 Ductal carcinoma in situ surrounded by
chronic inflammation and dense fibrosis which has
produced an irregular outline on the right of the picture,
giving a spurious impression of invasion (haematoxylin
and eosin).

often present. More than 90% of the lesion
should exhibit the cribriform appearance
except in cases where the only coexistent pat-
tern is tubular carcinoma when over 50% must
be of the cribriform appearance in order to be
so classified.

4~~'~~

I~~~~~~~~~~~I
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Figure 24 Tubular/cribriform carcinoma (same case as
shown in fg 11). The tumour has a largely tubular growth
pattern in the lower half of the picture but a more
cribriform pattern in the upper central part
(haematoxylin and eosin).

'4t

Figure 25 Medullary carcinoma. Large pleomorphic
cells are arranged in a syncytial pattern with vesicular
nuclei and prominent nucleoli. The border of the tumour,
which runs through the centre of the picture is well
delineated and the surrounding breast shows a dense
lymphoid infiltrate (haematoxylin and eosin).

Medullary carcinoma These tumours are
composed of syncytial interconnecting masses
of large pleomorphic cells with vesicular nuclei
and prominent nucleoli (fig 25). The stroma is
sparse but contains large numbers of lymphoid
cells. The border of the tumour is well defined.

Figure 26 Mucoid carcinoma. There are groups of
relatively small, uniform tumour cells surrounded by a
lake of extracellular mucin (haematoxylin and eosin).
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Table 5 Examples of high power field sizes

Ortholux x 25 objective Labophot x 40 objective Diaplan x 40 objective

Mitoses/lO hpf Score Mitoses/O hpf Score Mitoses/lO hpf Score

>20 3 >11 3 >23 3
10-19 2 6-10 2 12-22 2
0-9 1 0-5 1 0-11 I
Diameter =0 59 mm Diameter = 0 44 mm Diameter = 0 63 mm
Area = 0-274 mm2 Area = 0 152 mm2 Area = 0-312 mm2

Grade 1 = score 3-5
Grade 2 = score 6-7
Grade 3 = score 8-9

The whole tumour must exhibit these features
to be typed as medullary. Surrounding in situ
elements are not common.
The term atypical medullary carcinoma may

be specified under "Other primary carcinoma"
for lesions which do not fulfill all the criteria for
medullary carcinoma. The atypical medullary
group has been defined by both Fisher et al'4
and Ridolfi et al.'5 These tumours show less
lymphoid infiltration, less circumscription or
areas of dense fibrosis, while still having the
other features of a medullary carcinoma. A well
circumscribed tumour is also classified as
atypical medullary ifup to 25% is composed of
ductal type and the rest comprises classic
medullary carcinoma.

Mucoid carcinoma This type is also known as
mucinous, gelatinous, or colloid carcinoma.
There are islands ofuniform small cells in lakes
of extracellular mucin (fig 26). An in situ
component is rare. More than 90% of the
tumour must exhibit the mucoid appearance in
order to be so classified.
Lobular carcinoma Infiltrating lobular car-

A
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Figure 27 Infiltrating lobular carcinoma, classic type.
The small, uniform infiltrating cells are dissociated or
form Indian files (top right) (haematoxylin and eosin).

cinoma is composed of small regular cells
identical with those seen in the in situ form.
The cells are usually dissociated from each
other or form Indian files (fig 27) or targetoid
patterns around unaffected ducts. Several
variants have been identified in addition to this
classic form but in each case the cell type is the
same: (a) the alveolar variant exhibits small
aggregates of 20 or more cells surrounded by
collagen'6; (b) the solid variant consists of
sheets of cells with little stroma'7; and (c) the
tubulo-lobular type exhibits microtubular for-
mation similar to that seen in tubular car-
cinoma, as well as the classic pattern.'8 Ninety
per cent of the tumour must be of lobular type
to be so classified.
Other primary carcinoma Other primary
breast carcinomas should be specified and will
include variants such as atypical medullary,
spindle cell, infiltrating papillary, secretory,
apocrine, etc. Mixed tumours are also included
in this category. A tumour should be regarded
as mixed only if a second component accounts
for at least 10% of the tumour volume.
Other malignant tumour This group com-
prises non-epithelial tumours (including, for
convenience, all high grade phyllodes tumours)
and secondary carcinomas.

PROGNOSTIC DATA
Maximum diameter All lesions should be
measured in the fresh or fixed state and on the
histological preparation. If the two measure-
ments are discrepant, then that obtained from
the histological sections should be recorded.
This may give a small underestimation of size
due to shrinkage of the tissue in processing.
This slight but consistent underestimation in
the size of all tumours is preferable to the larger
and less predictable errors that will result from
measuring poorly delineated tumours in the
fresh state. Clearly, sufficient blocks should be
taken from tumours to allow accurate estimates
of their size to be made from the sections. The
largest dimension should be recorded.
For non-invasive carcinomas the maximum

diameter should be entered only where the
tumour is of ductal type; lobular carcinoma in
situ is not measured. For invasive carcinomas,
the invasive component only need be recorded
unless accompanying ductal carcinoma in situ
extends more than 1 mm beyond the periphery
of the infiltrating component, when the size of
both the in situ and infiltrative components
should be given.-

If a carcinoma (either infiltrating or ductal in
situ) is insufficiently delineated to measure
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Figure 28 Infiltrating ductal carcinoma reaching the margin of a surgical excision
which has been marked with India ink (haematoxylin and eosin).

reliably, then a description of the lesion(s)
approximate measurements should be givi
free text.
Lymph nodes All lymph nodes shoulc
examined histologically, recording data i
axillary nodes separately from nodes I
other sites.
Excision For infiltrative tumours, the dist
of the infiltrative component from the ne,
resection margin should be recorded
checked from the histological sections
associated ductal in situ carcinoma ext
nearer to the margin than the infiltrative c
ponent, then its distance from the ma
should be noted.
For pure ductal carcinoma in situ, the

tance from the nearest excision margin sh
be recorded if the lesion is sufficiently d
eated. If not, a separate comment descri
the lesion should be made. In order to ol
such information, some form ofmarking o

external surface should be undertaken as de-
scribed earlier (fig 28).
Grade Grading can provide powerful prog-
nostic information. It requires some commit-

e`l. ment involving strict adherence to the recom-
mended protocol. This protocol is adapted
from the Bloom and Richardson grading
method'9 except that true mitotic figures only
are scored and "hyperchromatic figures" are

Re not included. The method involves the assess-
OF' ment of three components of tumour mor-

phology: tubule formation; nuclear pleomor-
phism; and frequency of mitoses. Each is

i-. scored from 1-3. Adding the scores gives the
w overall histological grade.

Tubule formation: 1-majority of tumour
(greater than 75%); 2-moderate amount
(10-75%); 3-little or none (less than 10%).
Nuclear pleomorphism: 1 regular, uniform;
2-larger with variation; 3-pronounced

°- variation.
Mitoses: the score depends on the number of
mitoses per 10 high power fields assessed at
the tumour periphery as shown in table 5.

with Grading need be undertaken only on
en as tumours of infiltrative ductal type.

Disease extent The term "not assessable" is
I be used if the extent of the disease cannot be
from determined.
from The term "localised" is used to describe a

single focus oftumour with defined borderlines
:ance of any size.
arest The term "diffuse single quadrant" is used
and where the tumour is apparently confined to one

s. If quadrant but its extent cannot adequately be
:ends defined. This group therefore includes multi-
com- centric or apparently multicentric tumours or
argin continuous ill defined lesions confined to a

quadrant.
dis- The term "multiquadrant" is used to de-
Lould scribe multifocal cancer in which there are foci
lelin- of in situ or infiltrating carcinoma in quadrants
ibing or segments other than that of the main cancer.
btain Vascular invasion Presence of unequivocal
f the tumour in vascular spaces should be recorded.

BREAST SCREENING CYTOPATHOLOGY I

,UI.I..U........roa..dI.U. Ua of Birth.................................

Screening no..... Hospital no........................................Centre..Report no.........................................................

Side

Specimen Type
Localization technique
Opinion

O Right

O FNA (solid lesion)
O Palpation
El 1. Unsatisfactory

O Left

O FNA (cyst)
Ol X-ray guided

OL Nipple discharge
I Ultrasound guided

O Nipple or skin scrapings

L 2. Benign
O 3. Suspicious, probably benign
I 4. Suspicious, probably malignant

OI 5. Malignant

NAME OF ASPIRATOR

O Case for review?

DATE.......................

Figure 29 Cytology reporting form.
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The difficulty in identifying the type of small
vessels precludes reliable recording of their
type.
Additional information Any relevant
additional information should also be given-
for example, steroid hormone receptor deter-
mination, oncogene analysis etc.

Cytopathology reporting
The reporting form for use in the United
Kingdom National Screening Programme is
shown in fig 29. Definitions of the diagnostic
categories are as follows:
Unsatisfactory A scanty or acellular sample
or cellular sample of poor preparation.
Preparative artefacts include crushing when
too much pressure is used during smearing, or
drying when the smears are allowed to dry too
slowly. Assessment may be impossible if the
smear is too thick or if there is an overlay of
blood, protein rich fluid or cells.
Benign An adequate sample showing no
evidence of malignancy.
Suspicious, probably benign An adequate
sample containing mostly benign cells but
including a few that are atypical in appearance
where malignancy cannot confidently be
excluded.
Suspicious, probably malignant A sample in
which there is much evidence of malignancy
but where a definite diagnosis cannot be reached
because:
(1) the specimen is scanty, poorly preserved or

poorly prepared, but some features of
malignancy are present;

(2) the sample is adequate with an overall
benign pattern but scanty cells show dis-
tinctly malignant features;

(3) the sample shows some features of malig-
nancy but lacks overtly malignant cells.

Malignant Indicates an adequate sample con-
taining cells diagnostic of carcinoma.
A separate booklet is being prepared which

will give more detailed guidance on reporting
cytological specimens from screened women.
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